
HOW TO WRITE A TESTIMONIAL FOR YOUR COMPANY

Imagine going to your local business fair. You're hoping to pick up one or two new clients. If you're like me, it would be a
day from hell. I went to one local.

But more business owners are opting for more professional videos to market their products moving forward.
But a testimonial is from a customer or client. How many data points, statistics, case studies and testimonials
are there? Did you web designer leave a few of these out? In fact, according to research by Deloitte , 60
percent of people rate reviews as equally trustworthy as information from friends and family. And their efforts
pay off. This testimonial for sales email experts SalesFolk demonstrates why you do need to get their expert
help: As a sales gamification company, we were skeptical to work with a consultant to optimize our sales
emails, but Salesfolk was highly recommended by many other Y-Combinator startups we knew. What are the
elements of those testimonials that made them so powerful and compelling? Putting your social proof here
hides it from your visitors. Every tip in this post so far is about increasing conversion rates. Videos are a
powerful tool for businesses because they allow you to offer both multimedia and great copy at the same time.
The second approach is easier. Edit it so even if people read just the first few words, they get the meaning
quickly. Thanks, guys! Everyone hesitates before spending money. What are the benefits? A persuasive
testimonial demonstrates what impact your service has had on a client. High fives! She has a calm and logical
method of teaching that truly connected and inspired me. A good testimonial is direct Put the most impactful
statement at the beginning. My new site is so much faster and easier to work with than my old site. Bergman
Family Chiropractic â€” Tell a before-and-after story This testimonial from Bergman Family Chiropractic
offers a before-and-after story with facts and details. In it, you will learn how top e-commerce brands use their
customers to sell more and how you can, too. Finally, the respective titles of its reviewersâ€”Owner and Vice
Presidentâ€”make a difference.


